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UX DESIGN PROCESS



DISCOVER
USER STORIES

In waterfall projects, 
I wrote functional 
requirements that 
included use cases.


These days, I am 
more comfortable 
with Agile’s user 
stories, and, in 
retrospect, I think 
these are more like 
user stories.


VMATHLIVE



DEFINE
WIREFRAMES

These are wireframes for a spelling 
game. The trick was to reduce the 
number of distractors to something 
less than the keyboard, but to make 
the distractors significant.


LANGUAGE! LIVE



DEFINE
WIREFRAMES

When it was time to create wireframes 
for the new pets to be added to our 
avatar system, I used Adobe XD.


The repeating grid feature was handy, 
and it was easy to pull in the elements 
from our Illustrator style library. I had 

to remind people these weren’t comps, 
just wireframes.


LANGUAGE! LIVE



DEFINE
REQUIREMENTS

I worked with devs to determine 
the rules for things like matching 
players in online play. 


These functional requirements 
served as both documentation 
and test plans, so I wrote them 
in prose for the sake of non-
technical readers.


VMATHLIVE



DEFINE
WIREFRAMES

A wireframe built in Axure


The implemented result in production


VMATHLIVE



DEFINE
RULES

I like to build simulations that predict 
how hot the game economy has to be, 
how the reward system will work, and 
how much effort we’re requiring of the 
user.


You can anticipate many design 
constraints just by doing the math.


VMATHLIVE



DEFINE
RULES

I created this simulation in Excel to 
determine how many points students 
were likely to earn, given a variety of 
scenarios. I wanted a sense of the 
economy of points.


VMATHLIVE



DEFINE
RULES

To have the vocabulary games adapt to student 
responses, we tracked student responses and 
assigned each word a state. The rules to prove 
word mastery were fairly complex. I created a 
flow chart to track the rules.


In reviewing these rules with the constituents who 
had to sign off on them, I had to be careful to 
confine the reviews to one part of the chart at a 
time, so that the constituents didn't feel 
overwhelmed. 


VOCABJOURNEY



DEFINE
RULES/WIREFRAMES

I designed this reading 
puzzle, but the budget ran out 
before it was built. I still like it: 
a student who is familiar with 
the words will get through the 
puzzle quickly. A student who 
isn't will have to stop and 
read.


That’s as it should be.


VOCABJOURNEY



DEFINE
RULES

This game played more like a board 
game. I laid out the board and the rules 
on a one sheet to share internally.
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DEFINE
WIREFRAMES

I also created master sheets 

of game pieces…
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DEFINE
RULES

…because you have to sit 
down and play to see if the 
game is fun!


SIGHT WORDS 3



BUILD
APPLICATION

The finished implementation.


SIGHT WORDS 4



BUILD
CONTENT

I designed these achievements for a 
vocabulary game. They are ready to import 
into the database from this spreadsheet.


VOCABJOURNEY



BUILD
CONTENT (IMAGES)

These are comps I created for our 
web-based Flash vocabulary 
program, converting to iPad.


The top one didn't have to change 
much.


But this screen had to be 
completely revised from 
the web version.


VOCABJOURNEY



BUILD
CONTENT (AUDIO, ANIMATION)

Characters I designed for a phonics 
program aimed at K-2 students. These 
write-ups are primarily for the voice 
actors.


This phonics program had to deliver its 
instructions by audio (the target user is a 
non-reader). So the script I wrote combines 
the logic flow with the dialogue so that 
programmers knew when to play which 
character animation.


TICKET TO READ PHONICS



MEASURE
DATA ANALYSIS

I was hoping to see students 
abandon the flash cards activity, 
an early requirement that was 
predictably unengaging.


The dip in usage from mid-Dec to 
early Jan is customary. I'm 
interested in the last bar, when 
students have returned to school. 


We introduced a new game into our vocabulary 
program. I ran some SQL queries to find out if 
the new game would catch on.


VOCABJOURNEY



MEASURE
DATA ANALYSIS

I designed this report to find out how 
many games it took students to get a 
new word to mastery. I liked this result.


VOCABJOURNEY


